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Welcome!
Tom Hooper

On behalf of the Graduate History Students Association (GHSA), I would like to
extend a BIG welcome to all of the new MA
and PhD students entering the program.
And of course, to all of those colleagues,
friends, and loved ones returning, I can't
wait to catch up on things!
This year, your GHSA co-Presidents are
Raph Costa, and myself (Tom Hooper).
Technically, it's our job to run the day-to-day
operations of the GHSA, while also providing for a variety of social, academic and career-related events so that we can all find
excuses to procrastinate from our dissertations, thesis, comprehensive exams and
coursework. But for the first few months of
our reign, it's our job to make each new student entering our program feel welcomed
and at home.
I distinctly remember my first two months
at York. I came from a smaller university
(Guelph), and was used to walking the halls
of the history department knowing every
Professor, every graduate student, and the
most active upper-year undergrad. It took
two years to reach that same level of comfort, and I still don't know everyone. I had
almost no clue how to integrate myself into
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this community, a process that wasn't least
complicated by a lengthy and contentious
labour dispute.
Over the next few weeks you will have a
lot of information thrown at you. Between
courses, broader program requirements, important dates, funding information, and op
portunities to get involved in department-related activities (such as joining the GHSA

team!), it's difficult to take it all in. Don't be
afraid if you forget something, all you need
to do is ask.
Feeling isolated or alone over these next
few weeks can be very unhealthy, both personally and professionally. Don't let yourself
get stuck in that trap. If you are looking for
ways to get involved, need someone to
show you around, or want someone to connect you with others in the department,
Raph and I are at your disposal. E-mail
Raph (rcosta@yorku.ca) or myself
(thooper@yorku.ca) and let us know how
we can make you feel at home. On behalf
of the GHSA, let me offer you our best
wishes for your first few weeks in this new
and exciting program!
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As we head back into the meat grinder we call grad school, we, this year’s co-editors of the 2010/2011 Document would like to welcome students, both new and ancient, to the new academic year. As the voice of the history graduate students,
Document is extremely excited to bring you the latest news and happenings of the
History Department and we plan to provide you with a road-map through the ups
and downs (and there are A LOT of downs) of orientation, comprehensive exams,
New Frontiers, and end of term. In doing so, we’ll try to be humourous, and present
ideas and topics of interest to grad students. At worst, we will at least provide you
with something to read while avoid reading your weekly class readings, comps
books, or secondary source material for the dissertation that never ends. At the ultimate worst, we invite you to use Document as scratch paper. Either way, we hope
you have said ‘good-bye’ to your summer freedom and parted ways with your social life--Welcome to the Department!
Francesca & Maria

Meet Dean Peers’ Angels:

The 3 most important people you’ll meet in the department
are Lisa, Daniela, and Dr. Podruchny. You’ve probably already ‘met’ them via email or at your advising appointment.
But here’s your chance to get to know them on a personal
level through our fabulous questionnaire!
LISA HOFFMAN:
Graduate Program Assistant Extraordinaire

1) What did you do this summer? Was at the cottage most
of the time with the kids, but went to Newfoundland for 10
days – awesome!!!
2) What do you love about your job? Students!
3) What is the best thing about York? Students.
4) What is your favourite thing to do in Toronto? Don’t
know, I live in Barrie and try never to go any farther south
than York!

The Angels: (L to R): Daniela, Carolyn & Lisa

5) What is one thing that incoming history students
should know about you? If in doubt – ask me first!

broke – so maybe ‘Minute to Win It’ so I can do ‘DIY home
renos’...

6) What are you reading right now? This questionnaire…
….otherwise, CUPE 1 contracts…..

9) What is your favourite movie? Lots to choose from here:
Pirates of the Caribbean, Twilight Saga, Braveheart, Gladiators, Troy, Rob Roy…..

7) If you were able to choose one song to be your very
own theme song, which song would it be? ‘I wanna be a
billionaire……’ or ‘If today was your last day’, (too many to
choose from).
8) What reality tv show would you most likely be a contestant on? Hmmmmm……can’t dance, can’t sing, and I am

10) Any words of wisdom for new students? Take each
day at a time, and remember to have fun! Life is too short to
stress over things that you cannot change.
...cont’d on page 3
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....cont’d from page 2

2) What do you love about your job? I get a chance to practice my supernatural skills undetected by new students.

DANIELA DINUNZIO:
Graduate Program Secretary Supreme

3) What is the best thing about York? The diversity of supernatural creatures and the tolerance they show one another.

1) What did you do this summer? Had a wonderful holiday in
Italy.

4) What is your favourite thing to do in Toronto? Taunt
werewolves.

2) What do you love about your job? The great people I
work with and meeting new students each year.

5) What is one thing that incoming history students should
know about you?
I have an excellent sense of
smell and I am faster that I
look.

3) What is the best thing about York? Great campus, lots of
green spaces to enjoy in the summer.
4) What is your favourite thing to do in Toronto? I love to
go downtown for dinner and a show.
5) What is one thing that incoming history students should
know about you? I’m only here Tuesday to Friday.
6) What are you reading right now? Eat, Pray, Love.
7) What reality tv show would you most likely be a contestant on? Sorry, I rarely watch reality tv.
8) What is your favourite movie? Right now it’s ‘ Under the
Tuscan Sun.’
Dr. Carolyn Podruchny:
Graduate Program Director Dynamo
1) What did you do this summer? Infiltrated the Fellowship of
the Sun in order to gather intelligence for the American Vampire
League.

Ne w F r o n t i e r s :
A S neak Pe ak
A S neak Pe ak
M at hi e u , J e n , & Re b e c ca :
Yo u r N e w F r o n t i e r s C o m m i t t e e
Great things come in 15. Such examples include the 15 seasons of the hospital drama
ER, the number of years Robert Stack enjoyed
tenure as host of Unsolved Mysteries, as well
as the number of donuts you would have if you
bought a dozen and added three. These are
all great things, but this February’s 15th edition of the New Frontiers history conference is
gearing up to be even better!
Last April, members of the GHSA entrusted
us with the important task of carrying on our
department’s tradition of organizing an excellent conference with a diversity of presenta-

6) What are you reading
right now?
Charlaine Harris, Dead in the
Family.
7) If you were able to
choose one song to be
your very own theme song,
which song would it be?
Monster Mash.
8) What reality tv show
Carolyn starts each morning
would you most likely be
with her daily dose!
a contestant on? True Blood.
9) What is your favourite
movie? Dracula: Dead and
Loving It.
10) Any words of wisdom for new students?
Be careful about who you invite into your house.

tions by graduate students from across the
country (and
across the
world!). So far,
we’ve been
hard at work
making it happen, but a
great conference is only as
great as the
people who
make it happen,
Present a Wonderful Paper
so we need
a la Wonderwoman
your help!
If you want to be part of York University’s
History Department conference, there are a
number of ways you can help. First, you can
volunteer to lend a hand during the conference. We may need a few extra folks to tie up

some loose ends and occupy registration tables while we’re making sure everything runs
smoothly. Second, if you’re an MA student,
consider being an MA liaison. Your task will
be to spread the word about the conference
among your fellow Masters students. Finally,
and most importantly, present a paper at New
Frontiers! If you’ve written a paper for a
course, then you already have something to
offer. Presenting will not only allow to get
valuable feedback on your research, but will
also provide you with great experience that
you can carry through your academic or nonacademic career (if ever you do get out in the
real world, make sure to send us a postcard!).
A call for papers will be going out in the following weeks, so keep an eye on your inboxes,
but if you’re interested in helping out or have
any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask
one us! We’ll enjoy the break from our comps.
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Vanessa Oliveira

The Harriet Tubman Institute for Research on the Global Migrations of African Peoples at York University is part of an international network of research centres in Africa, the
Caribbean, Latin America, Europe, the United States and
Canada. The Institute is associated through existing projects
and affiliations that are an outgrowth of the UNESCO “Slave
Route” Project and are consistent with the UNESCO programs
for saving and preserving endangered archives. Our leadingedge research focuses on the forced and voluntary movement
of African peoples around the world.
Developed in collaboration with the Canada Research Chair
in African Diaspora History held by Professor Paul Lovejoy,
who is also its director, the Tubman Institute is operated as a
collective of York University faculty, students and an international Advisory Board of specialists committed to document
preservation, accessibility of primary materials, graduate
teaching, training and research. The Institute serves as a
repository for archival documents, tapes, maps, images and
other primary sources that are preserved and archived within
a leading-edge, search-enabled digitalized infrastructure.
Every year the Institute hosts symposiums, conferences and
events that bring together the community, leading academics,
educators and policy makers from around the world.
Currently the main projects that have been developed by our
team include:
➢
Slavery, Memory, Citizenship: this interdisciplinary
project investigates the living past of slavery and slave trades;
explores the many patterns of resistance to slavery; and examine the contributions of enslaved peoples and their descendants to modern world culture through music, art, and forms of
religious expression, such as vodou, candomblé, bori and zar.
➢
Endangered Archives Programme: this programme
contributes to the identification and preservation of endangered historical records. The programme has undertaken pilot
projects in Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Cuba, Jamaica,
Brazil, Colombia, Algeria and Ethiopia under the Endangered
Archive Programme of the British Library. At present there are
two major projects underway, one in Cuba and other in northeast Brazil.
➢
Biographical Database of Enslaved Africans: this
project has contributed to the recovery of the life stories of
Africans who were enslaved and forced to migrate. Africans
who are being studied include Muhammad Kaba Saghanughu,

Mahommah Garbo Baquaqua, Venture Smith and Harriet Tubman.
Many activities have been prepared for this new academic
year: The Harriet Tubman Seminar Series will be held normally on Tuesday at lunch time; There will be a symposium in
honour of Dan Hill, first Director of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission, a pioneer in the field of African Canadian history,
and a social activist, on September 25, 2010; from November
5 to 7, 2010 the workshop “Defining New approaches for
Teaching the Transatlantic Slave Trade and Slavery” will provide a forum where experts can share experiences in developing pedagogic materials and innovative strategies to teach
about the slave trade and slavery and the heritage of Africa in
the diaspora of the Americas; and as part of Tubman international network, an agreement with Michigan State University
has been negotiated for an exchange program that will enable
York students to study African languages at MSU.

Upcoming Events
September 3: 13th Annual U.S/Canadian History & Genealogy Conference.
September 8: Imagining Slavery: National Representations of
the History of Slavery and Abolition
September 14: The Harriet
Tubman Seminar Series featuring Yvonne Brown
September 23: Commercial
Agriculture in Africa as an Alternative to the Atlantic Slave
Trade. 23 to 25 September
2010.
September 25: Daniel
Grafton Hill III - A Symposium
on his Life and Work.

The Harriet Tubman team welcomes the new students entering the graduate programme this fall. Our facilities are
located at 321 York Lanes. More information is available
on our website, where you may also find our newsletter.
Visit www.yorku.ca/tubman
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Getting Involved @ ActiveHistory.ca
The Active History Crew

Some of you may have heard of ActiveHistory.ca, a website
that links the work of historians with the public, policy makers
and the media. The idea for the website emerged from the conference Active History: History for the Future held at York University’s Glendon College in September 2008. The conference
brought together historians, activists, journalists, and others to
discuss the concept of Active History. The website was conceived as an ongoing forum through which people could discuss, disseminate, and continue many of the great ideas that
were raised at the conference.
Graduate students at York took a leading role in launching the
site in the spring of 2010. Originally inspired by the British website History and Policy, and imagined as a place to publish
short, accessible academic papers for a general audience, it
has since grown to include a wide range of projects and initiatives. We hope to maintain this trajectory, but we cannot do it
without your help. There are a number of ways that you can get
involved with this project.
Our most popular initiative to date has been a collective blog.
A growing group of bloggers have published short 400 to 600
word pieces on a range of issues, including but not exclusive to:
the history of current events, history and policy, history on the
internet, teaching history and technology. This is a great way to
engage with a public audience, publicize your research interests, and perhaps affect present and future policy through
knowledge of the past. We welcome one-time or regular contributors, and would love to hear from anyone interested in participating! If you’re interested, please send us an e-mail at
info@activehistory.ca.
We recently began publishing book reviews with a spin from
the traditional academic model. In keeping with our mandate to
engage with a public audience, we seek reviews of academic
works by non-academics. If you know of anyone working outside the academy who might be interested in writing a review
for us, please let us know.
We are also exploring the potentials of podcasting. By
recording academic talks and posting them online, they become
accessible to a broader segment of the population. Dr. Lisa Rumiel has organized a series of free public lectures at branches
of the Toronto Public Library called History Matters. By making
them available online, these talks can reach an even larger audience. We are also involved with running a series of workshops on teaching history. The Approaching the Past series is
planned jointly with The History and Education Network
(THEN). The next event will be on September 30 at Montgomery’s Inn. For more information visit the website: http://approachingthepast.wordpress.com. If you would like to organize
an academic event or conference that breaches the divide between the university and its larger community, ActiveHistory.ca
is a great resource for advertising space and moral support.
In addition to this, we continue to accept article submissions

on a range of historical topics. We ask that these be relatively
short, ranging between ten and fifteen pages, light on footnotes,
and accessible to a broad audience. Conference papers are a
perfect format of the type of papers we’re seeking. Submissions are subjected to at least two peer reviews; successful applicants will have their articles published in a timely fashion.
This could be the time to blow off the dust on a shorter project
that made an important point!
We’ve also made a foray into the world of conventional academic publishing with a collaborative issue of Left History, a
peer-reviewed journal published out of the department here at

York. Here, we’ll be combining shorter activist pieces with
longer, peer-reviewed publications and review essays to reach
a more traditional audience.
Stay tuned for a release around the 2010-2011 holiday break.
Some may be left with the question: what exactly is Active
History? From the earliest days of this project, it has been clear
that Active History means different things to different people.
We have tried to respect this by remaining open to multiple definitions. However, one thing is certain: ActiveHistory.ca is very
much the sum of its parts. The more people who take part in
this project, the more open, diverse and successful it will be. If
you would like to participate in one or more of our ongoing projects, or if you have other ideas for ActiveHistory.ca that we
have not yet undertaken, please contact us at info@activehistory.ca.
For more information on this site, please visit ActiveHistory.ca.
Comments and suggestions are always welcome and appreciated. You can also follow us on Facebook and Twitter. We look
forward to hearing from you!
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Historians
Take on the
Fight
to End

Understanding Modern Slavery

Modern
Slavery

Karlee Sapoznik

A group of historians turned abolitionists in your very history department are starting an NGO.
Modern Slavery EH?
“Slavery” is a word often associated with the distant past,
evoking unimaginable injustice that we would rather forget.
However, there are a staggering 27 million slaves in the world
today. This number is equivalent to the entire population of
Canada in the early 1990s. While slavery in the traditional

During the four centuries of trans-Atlantic slavery, slavery was
legal whereas today it has now been officially eradicated globally. In theory, every state is responsible for ensuring that slavery is not occurring within its borders. The reality is, however,
that as one of the most severe abuses of human rights today,
slavery, an illegal activity, remains an ever-present, albeit concealed, aspect of contemporary life. There are reported cases
of slavery in every country in the world today with two exceptions: Iceland and Greenland.
Slavery in the 21st century is a 32 billion dollar global industry
on par with drug trafficking and illicit arms sales. While most nations have anti-human trafficking laws, enforcement is erratic
and, in some countries, non-existent. Public awareness of
modern slavery is also very low, enabling traffickers to lure
thousands of victims into forced labour situations. Canada, for
instance, is a source, transit and destination country for human
trafficking.
...cont’d on page 7
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sense has been based on the ownership of one individual over
another, modern slavery takes this form and many other guises.
These include human trafficking, bonded labour, forced labour,
hereditary slavery, sex trafficking, servile marriage, child labour,
and forced prostitution. Modern slavery is not limited to any
single race, gender or age group. It affects men, women and
children throughout the globe.
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Slavery is increasingly present worldwide, in both large urban
areas and smaller cities and towns, including within the United
States and Canada. According to the United Nations, an estimated 600,000 to 800,000 people are trafficked internationally
each year, with as many as 17,500 people trafficked into the
United States alone. Most modern-day slaves are women and
children.
...cont’d from page 6

What makes modern slavery unique from traditional forms
of slavery?
In general, modern slavery differs from chattel slavery of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in three important respects. First, the cost of slaves has fallen to a historical low,
as slaves can now be acquired in some parts of the world for
as little as $9 U.S. Second, slaves are now held for a shorter
length of time, and are more likely to be seen as disposable.
Thirdly, slavery is now globalized. Modern slavery is part of
the process of globalization itself. This “dark underbelly of
globalization” is manifestly
different than traditional, more
publicized, forms of slavery,
yet retains many
of its characteristics: slaves
today are forced to work without pay under the threat or
use of violence every day.
The millions of “wage slaves”
who make as little as $1 or
$2 a day do not constitute
modern slaves under this definition from which the 27 million
estimate has been derived, but rather another category of individuals who live in destitution.
How does an individual become a slave?
Several features allow for slavery to thrive, especially trickery
and poverty. Often what makes individuals vulnerable to slavery in the first place is a lack of job opportunities. This leads
them to accept work elsewhere and to put themselves in danger by migrating to unknown destinations. For example, there
have been hundreds of documented cases in which women
from locations such as Southeast Asia and Eastern Europe
have signed on to contracts in which they thought they would
become domestic workers in upper class households. Upon
arrival, however, they discovered that they were to serve as
prostitutes.
Other all too common scenarios include cases in which parents sell their children. Poverty can be attributed as the underlying structural reason for such human transactions. Often
lacking language skills to communicate and seek help in a foreign country, their passports taken, with no money, and under
the threat of violence and even death, men, women
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and children find themselves
trapped as slaves.
How can Canadians put an
end to modern slavery?
One challenge is changing
the way the general public
views the issue of slavery.
Modern slavery and the modern slave trade do not merely
involve the sexual exploitation of women. For example, it is important for consumers to consider the connections between
products they produce (i.e. coffee, cacao, chocolate, rugs) and
those producing them, who are in some instances slaves.
Another challenge is getting nonprofit, private, public and
government organizations collectively on board and working
together more effectively. Historically speaking, a variety of key
players played an important role in efforts to abolish the slave
trade and slavery across classes, including former slaves, the
general public, members of Parliament, the media, farmers, religious leaders, academics and writers. That said, the transAtlantic slave trade was legally abolished for the first time in
history in Britain in 1807 in large part thanks to the efforts of
everyday men and women, many of which participated in boycotts and signed national anti-slave trade petitions presented
before the British parliament. Their social activism on behalf of
the marginalized and oppressed who could not speak for
themselves ultimately led to the creation of Anti-Slavery International, arguably the world’s first human rights organization,
proving that everyday people have the power to create
change.
Modern slavery is one of the world's current most under-publicized human rights crisis. It is intimately related to the struggle for gender equality in the developing world and other major
problems of our time, including access to potable water, adequate food, health care and education. Creating awareness
and compelling the public to take a stance on behalf of the
truly voiceless begins with you.

WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
Join our new NGO, led by many historians in your history department!
We have an office on campus as of mid-September, and our official
launch is on January 28-29, 2011. The launch will include a benefit
concert and a thought-provoking conference on modern slavery. Conference panels on January 28, 2011, will feature Canadian NGO leaders freeing slaves, Canadian front line activists and survivors, law
enforcement officials, government officials and the media. We are very
excited to have several local Toronto artists and a few bigger names
set to perform at the concert on January 29, 2011!
Do you want to... Attend the conference? Get tickets for the concert?
Help out? Read up on slavery? Be part of our team? We’d love to have
you on board in any capacity!
Feel free to e-mail Karlee Sapoznik at karleesapoznik@yahoo.ca
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Meet the Newbies
Incoming Graduate
Students!!
*Senior PhDs, take note for Initiation Purposes*
Hayley Andrew (PhD)
After spending the past four years living in the UK, I am
thrilled to be back in Canada as a PhD candidate at York. I
completed a BA and MA in History at the University of Western
Ontario, followed by an MA in Museum Studies at the University of Leicester. The latter led me to work in exhibitions at the
Royal Collection for the past three years (which has included
a few awkward moments with Her Majesty!). I will continue
studying British history, with my main focus on gender and
empire in the twentieth century. On the side, I enjoy photography, market tours, summer picnics and knitting in the dark
days of winter.
Daniel Aspinall (MA)
I would have never guessed that a passion for local Canadian history would take centre stage in my academic career.
As an undergraduate, at the University of Toronto, my imagination was first captivated by the grandiosity of ancient civilizations, the innovation of renaissance Europe and the
brutality of the first and second World Wars. It never occurred
to me that an equally fascinating history thrived within the environment I had frequented since childhood. As Canadians,
we often walk the streets of our hometowns and never wonder
how our built environment came to be. It is sometimes difficult
to tell, when observing the modern suburban landscape, that
cities like Brampton and Mississauga grew out of small-town
rural entities. My research interests deal specifically with these
19th century settlements, and how they have contributed to
the modern landscape.
Academics aside, I am a 22 year old man of European decent. I enjoy reading, cooking, playing poker, doing nerdy
things, and spending time with close friends. I hate reality television, but love the antics of Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart.
I love animals of all shapes and sizes - though, if I had to
choose, I would own a large-breed dog. I tend to be quiet and
reserved in social settings, but open up quickly to those who
take the time to get to know me. I value “quality over quantity”
and apply this notion to many things - especially in regards to
my own work. Get to know me; I would like that.

Charles Bain (PhD)
26, born and raised in Windsor, Ontario. Attained both an
undergraduate BA (honours) degree in history and a MA in
history from the University of Windsor. Historical interests include Aboriginal Peoples, Canadian History, European History
and 20th Century history.
Ashlee Bligh (PhD)
Hello Colleagues and Friends – both old and new,
My name is Ashlee Bligh and I am a first year PhD student. I
live in Pickering with my fiancé, Andrew, and we are eagerly
awaiting our engagement party this October. I am by no
means new to York University – I completed both my Honours
BA and my Master of Arts degrees in York’s marvelous History
Department. So please feel free to come to me with any questions you may have about life as a York student (or if you just
need help finding your way around campus).
My general research interests include women, gender, sexuality, and medicine in late-medieval and early-modern England and Western Europe.
I am both infuriated and intrigued by the fact that control
over the sexual and reproductive capacities of the female
body has been – and continues to be – an organizing principle
in patriarchal cultures. Accordingly, my doctoral dissertation,
“Middle English Midwifery Manuals, 1400-1600: A Battlefield in
the War over Women’s Healthcare,” will investigate eight gynecological and obstetrical manuals and their Latin derivations
to demonstrate how these texts both reflected and informed
the struggle between male and female medical actors over the
authority to manage women’s reproductive health.
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When I am not involved in academic pursuits, I enjoy spending time with my friends and family, laughing, eating delicious
cuisine, not cooking, dancing, singing, watching trashy reality
television, and playing at the Caygeon cottage.
After losing my mum to breast cancer in December of last
year, I am dedicated to raising money for the women and men
who are currently fighting this terrible disease. Look for me this
October: I’ll be wearing pink and selling ribbons!
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heritage and Aboriginal rights. The work of genealogists has
been crucial to defining membership in Métis communities
however, very few scholars have critically examined the meanings, limitations and biases of their work.
I love to travel (having taught in Asia for several years), technology, and search for local wine, good bookstores, great
shoes and better coffee.
Will Goldbloom (MA)

Keri-Lyn Durant (MA)
Probably a snail in a former life, Keri-Lyn Durant roams the
planet calling 'home' wherever she lays her hat (which is problematic as she looks dreadful in hats). Born in Ottawa, she has
two parents, one sister, and a couple of nieces who help keep
it real. Upon leaving the capital, she has dwelt in various parts
of Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, the UK, and France.
Due to a gravitational pull, and a serious addiction to icecream, she does cite 'running' as a past-time but to where,
and from whom, remains unknown. Other past-times include
cuticle care, avocado appreciation, fighting speeding tickets,
and chatting with bilingual snails. Chocolate and green tea
also hit high on the 'likes' list, but don't expect an overly ripe
banana or over-cooked Brussels Sprout to be approached.
She claims that gum is a substance that can make her go
POSTAL.
Professionally, a career in teaching paid many bills, although
she is also a dramatherapist, virtual archaeologist, writer, and
photographer. Her photo of the chandelier at The Drake Hotel
recently adorned the cover of York University’s alumni mag,
Existere.
Her heart belongs to a gorgeous pup, a rather aloof but not
without affection cat, and a beautiful doctor who makes coming out of her shell every day truly worthwhile - words are not
enough.

I am a Torontonian who ‘rebelled’ against his east-coast-centric family by doing his BA at the University of British Columbia. Dissatisfied with the slow pace at which west-coasters
walk and the overwhelming feeling that Vancouver remains a
distant trading post, I returned to my hometown. I spent this
past year working in various performing arts organizations,
which made me realize that it would be more fulfilling to study
the performing arts than toil in the industry. However, I will continue working on playwriting as I complete my MA, which will
focus on the role of Canadian theatre in shaping Canada’s
contemporary social and cultural history, and the intersection
of theatre and historiography.
Megan Houston (MA)
After finishing a 2 year diploma at Seneca@York in Liberal
Arts, I completely my Hons. B.A. in History & Anthropology
and my B.Ed. at the Intermediate/Senior level (History & Individual & Society) at York University.
I spend most of my time with my husband and daughter,
reading, cooking and exploring small town museums.
My research interests include Toronto and Southern Ontario
history, religious studies and women's history. I hope to obtain
my PhD and work as an educator in a museum.
Douglas Hunter (PhD)

Erin Dolmage (PhD)
I'm from Saskatoon and grew up in the interior of British Columbia and am completing (defending my thesis next week)
my MA in Interdisciplinary Indigenous Studies at the University
of British Columbia in Kelowna, BC. My MA research was a
microhistorical biography of a Métis Elder in the town of Fort
St John B.C. The thesis was constructed with sixty years of Diaries and her Oral life histories.
I have also been the coordinator for the Métis Nation BC and
UBC Historic Document Database which works with community and the Métis Nation to build and populate a database of
genealogical, academic, and family documents.
For my PhD I plan to work with Dr. Carolyn Podruchny, exploring how genealogists in the 20th century understood and
shaped the processes through which Métis families and communities in Canada recognized, embraced or denied their

I last darkened a university lecture hall in 1980, when I was
studying art and art history at McMaster University. I realize
that my formal education to date probably predates the birth of
most if not all of my fellow graduate students, so I can definitely be considered a mature student. I will be attending York
part-time as I continue to make ends meet as a self-employed
writer, illustrator and graphic designer. As an author, my recent
books in the historical vein have included God's Mercies (Doubleday Canada, 2007) and Half Moon (Bloomsbury Press,
2009). I am madly trying to complete a draft of a new work on
Christopher Columbus and John Cabot that is due two weeks
before classes start. Barring complications, it will be published
in the fall of 2011 by Douglas & McIntyre in Canada and Palgrave Macmillan elsewhere. I'm grateful to York for the opportunity to pursue doctoral studies, and I'm very much looking
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forward to my days at York.
Alanna McKnight (MA)
I’m Alanna McKnight, incoming to the Masters in History. I
live downtown Toronto with my two cats, Poe and Lenore, and
my bearded dragon, Xerxes. My background is in historic costume, having completed Dalhousie’s Costume Studies programme in 2003. I took that knowledge, plugged it into a
history degree from York (BA. Hons 2009), and have carved
out a very specific area of research for myself. Through my
Masters I’ll be researching clothing manufacturing in 19th
C. Toronto. I also have broad knowledge of the cotton manufacturing industry, and various bits and bobs of the components
of dress. I can also bang out a pretty decent historical reproduction, and I like to wear corsets while giving historical talks. I
work full time at York, pushing paper and being a smiling face
behind a desk. When not doing that, I do Iyengar yoga and
sword fighting. Also, I watch a lot of cartoons and brit-coms,
and have an insane database of quotes from both on deck for
any occasion. I’m basically your run-of-the-mill
history nerd.
Katherine Munro (MA)
Hi! After being a high school teacher in Ottawa the past two
years I am very excited to be a student again (so much reading
to do! ), and to be back in Toronto, my hometown. I got my
BAH in History and Environmental Studies at Queen's U, then
moved to Ottawa for my B.Ed and teaching experience. While I
am pulled in many directions and can get distracted by just
about any topic, I do have a particular interest in gender issues, and will be focusing on Canadian history. I love to dance
and play music... and I'm looking forward to the new experiences doing a Master's degree at York will bring!
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changes between Indigenous and European participants in the
North American fur trade. I love to camp, hike and spend time
outside with my husband, Ross, our son, Shin, and our dog,
Jaxon. We are currently in the process of moving to Toronto
from Idaho and will be grateful to spend some time outside of
our vehicle!
David Owen (MA)
I currently live in Bradford, Ontario, and have spent the last
five years working for the Toronto Conservation Authority as an
Arborist/Forester. I graduated from U of T in 2005 with a double major in Classical Studies and Classical Civilizations. I
look forward to continuing my studies at York in ancient and
medieval European history. I coach my son’s soccer team; we
don’t keep track of the score but I think we are in last place.
Erika Pohl (MA)
Hi my name is Erika Pohl and I was born in Gander, Newfoundland and moved to Toronto at the age of eight. Since
then, I have resided in Toronto and attended York University to
complete my Undergraduate Degree in both History and English. I’ve enjoyed my time at York so thoroughly, that I’m looking
forward to completing my Masters Degree in History here as
well. I love studying the histories of all countries, which I always make time for during summer breaks. Most recently I’ve
been to Egypt, Turkey, Russia, Finland and France. However,
during the school year and academically my focus will be on
the history of Canada. During the completion of my MA, I will
look specifically at the marketization of the Ontario trillium and
the role symbols play towards the development of provincial
and national identity. I’m very enthused about working with and
learning from all the professors and students during the completion of the Graduate study program at York. See you all
soon!

Miguel Narvaez (MA)
Victor Reano (MA)
I was born in Quito, Ecuador but have lived most of my life
on north-side Jane Strip in Toronto. My main research interest
is Andean political and economic history. Particularly post-colonial state formation in Ecuador. I graduated with an Honours
B.A. in History and Political Science from York University. I
really enjoy the neighborhood I grew up in (North side Jane
Strip) and I am really proud and happy to be a part of my multicultural city.
Stacy Nation-Knapper (PhD)
I am originally from Montana (where I earned my BA), lived in
Maine for a bit and completed my MA in History at Boise State
University in Boise, ID. I am interested in the intercultural ex-

Hello, my name is Victor and I come from the University of
Toronto. The Andean world is the focus of my academic interest and I look forward to many first encounters at York.
Daniel Ross (PhD)
I grew up in Toronto and was an undergraduate at the U of T,
and should have finished my MA from York as you read this. I
am currently doing some research on the hippies in Canada in
the 1960s. I look forward to meeting you all!
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Shayla Schipper (MA)
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Hello fellow History aficionados! My name is Shayla Schipper and I am a native of Toronto and a proud resident of
Thornhill. I attended Queen's University and York University
for my Undergraduate degree and am extremely excited to be
returning to York for my Masters degree. My research interests include Canadian and American History, particularly from
a comparative perspective. This summer I had the privilege of
working at Queen's Park in the office of a Member of Provincial Parliament, an experience that furthered my appreciation
for the history of the trillium province. I am extremely passionate about American and Canadian politics and love laughing
until my cheeks hurt, rapier wit, French literature and culture,
witty banter, oversized eyeglasses, and dogs of all breeds. I
cannot wait to start this intellectual journey with all of you!

search of employment, I, however spent two years as a supply teacher. When I did get a permanent job I began teaching
English and History at the high school level. That is where I
have been for the last 14 years. I love to travel and try to plan
a trip at least once a year. I also thought it was very important
to take the students I taught to Europe; to see the places and
items we discuss in class, thus I have organized 5 different
excursions to historical cities overseas. I fell in love with
teaching slowly, unlike many of my colleagues who dreamt of
being a teacher from the outset. Now I am ready to seek out a
little more knowledge and enlightenment. My profession
leaves little spare time in the winter months but when I can
escape and most definitely in the summer, I enjoy all the city
has to offer with my friends; the restaurants, museums, festivals and the theatre. I look forward to the year to come, the
academic challenge and the new people I will meet.

Carly Simpson (PhD)

Maria Wong (PhD)

I am a first year PhD student at York. I completed my Masters and Undergraduate degrees at the University of Western
Ontario, and I am very excited to study at a new school and
meet new people! My research interests focus on gay and
lesbian history in Canada.
I graduated from Western in 2009 and spent last year working in my hometown Grimsby, Ontario. I spent my free time
coaching and training with a competitive jump rope team. I
have been a member of this team since I was young and I decided to compete one final year before I started my PhD. My
team and I did very well this season. We placed first at the
National championships and therefore qualified to compete at
the World championships in England this summer. I look forward to starting school in September!

Hi everyone! My name is Maria Wong and I am one of this
year’s Document Co-Editors. Born in Nicaragua and raised in
B.C. , I completed my liberal arts degree at St. Thomas University and then a Bachelor of (Secondary) Education at the
University of New Brunswick, both located in the city of Fredericton. My partner-in-crime and I then moved to Halifax,
Nova Scotia before relocating to Ottawa and then to Mississauga so that I could attend York for my M.A, where my apparent addiction to schooling and terrific experience at York
led me to pursue my PhD here as well. My research interests
lie in Latin America; my MRP focused on Nicaraguan rightwing women during the Contra War in the 1980s and I hope
to expand on this theme for my dissertation. Other interests
include public/material history, curriculum development, and
human rights. However, all work and no play makes Maria go
something-something , so luckily we have a sweet little
Pomeranian who keeps me sane (read: distracts me) throughout the day and whenever I get the chance I enjoy doing
touristy things, geeking out, and challenging YOU to Trivial
Pursuit /Mario Party/a dance-off. I look forward to meeting
you all!

Jackson Tait (MA)
Hi there! I'm Jackson hailing from Toronto where I just completed a BA in History at York. I also have a BA in English Lit
from the University of Toronto from...umm.... awhile ago. Actually it was so long ago that "research" was spelled
"re/search"! My current area of specialization is 18th and 19th
century British financial history and my MRP will look at the
history of stock market investing in the early 18th century
around the time of the world's first stock market crash, the
South Sea Bubble. I live with my lovely wife and crazy dog,
who eats my homework and tax returns.
Francesca Todaro (MA)
I am a graduate of the University of Toronto, where I completed a double major in Political Science and History. I then
went on to the Faculty of Education at U of T, which was a
great experience. It was difficult at the time of my graduation
to find a teaching job; many of my friends left the country in

Incoming Students Who Did Not Submit A Bio, But Will Be
Submitting Written Pieces for Future Issues of Document...because we ‘said so’:
Madeleine Chartrand, Stacey Costa, Augustin D’Almeida, Ana
Fernandes-Iria, Chantelle Flowers, Mary Franks, Abubacar Fofana Leon, Houman Hossein Zadeh, Sara Howdle, Matthew Hyland, Sewsen Igbu, Eun Hye Hye Kim, Mary Louise Janigan,
David Silver, Kylie Stasila, Emily Vey and Jonathan Zworth.
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T.I.P.S:
Document’s Mini Survival Kit

With the help of the FAR more seasoned graduate students of this department (given that we’re
still youthful and newbie-ish ourselves) we were able to put together a semi-helpful list of DOs
and DON’Ts for those of you who are interested in a quick and easy guide to surviving the torment that can be grad school. Follow along and consider taking notes. Some of this is valuable.

“Unplug the PS3. Sigh. Eurovision is a postcomps life choice. Best advice I can offer is to
always get working on papers quickly. Don't
ever let them pile up.”
- Mark Brownlie

“TV and DVD is not your friend.”
-Will Stos

“Don't hate, appreciate! Okay, a serious sentence: For coursework give yourself a set time
to read a book, then don't read more than
that.”

- Dagomar Degroot

“Presenting at New Frontiers will increase
your department cred by 15%!”
- Mathieu Brûlé

“Ask Lisa for previous comps exams!”
-Nadine Hunt

“Give yourself a reasonable amount of designated time off, so that you'll be able to focus
better when you're working.”
- Brad Meredith

“Don't sleep in the same room as your schoolwork. Or your computer. And stop doing
schoolwork at a reasonable time at night so
you can properly wind down. Sleep is important!”
- Sara Muscat

“There's no point in putting yourself through a
PhD unless you are having fun - partying with
good friends is just as important as reading
lots of books.”

- Tom Hooper

“Write your course papers on facets of your
Major Research Paper. This will make your life
much easier come summer time.”
- Karlee Sapoznik
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....Coming
to Toronto
Dagomar Degroot

When Maria asked me to write this article for incoming Masters and
Doctoral students, I realized just how little I’ve explored Toronto. Like most
of us, I frequently travel to cities in Europe and North America, but while
I’ve lived here off-and-on for about eight years I haven’t actually looked
around that much. So please, take my words with a grain of salt, and realize that I’m just not the type of guy who pokes around town in search of
quaint daytime attractions. That means I won’t discuss the glitzy Yorkville
shopping district, Kensington Market or the Island, though they’re all worth
checking out.
I live in the Annex, one of Toronto’s nicer neighbourhoods. It’s home to
many students from York and what David calls “the University of South
Toronto,” along with a swarm of ethnic restaurants, interesting little stores
and a variety of decent bars. The Red Room is a great, low-cost restaurant, Everest is one of the better Indian joints I’ve come across (actually
Nepalese, but okay), and there’s a cluster of good sushi places, of which
New Generation is probably my favourite. Paupers, the Pour House, the
Duke of York and The Pump are decent bars where grad students tend to
congregate. Of course, probably the main Annex attraction for grad students is Robarts – U of T’s primary library - in spite of their increasingly
draconian accessibility policies.
Interesting ethnic neighbourhoods include Little Italy, Little Portugal, Little
Korea, China Town and Greek Town. I haven’t spent too much time in
these districts except Greek Town, which begins at the intersection of Danforth and Broadview and really only starts going downhill at Pape. Every

Getting Involved:

Sous Pression!
Mathieu Brûlé

Some of the best pieces of advice you will get when
starting your graduate studies will be to get involved in
campus activities and to get a hobby to keep you busy
when your face isn’t stuck in a book. Living away from
my hometown for the first time last year, I took this advice
to heart not only to keep myself busy, but also because I
wanted to meet people with similar interests. Being
someone who is passionate about music, I figured a
good way to combine both of those pieces of advice
was to volunteer at York’s campus/community radio sta-
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year Greek Town features the Taste of the Danforth, a huge festival ostensibly dedicated to authentic Aegean food that inevitably descends into a
nauseatingly commercialized human traffic jam. On the plus side there are
more restaurants per kilometer in Greek Town than anywhere else in
North America, and there are many interesting stores with much to offer.
Another really cool part of the city is the Village, on and around Church
Street, home to many exciting bars and clubs. Speaking of which, my
favourite club in the city is the Drake Hotel, which is actually more of a
bar/lounge/club hybrid, meaning it usually has something to offer. If you’re
more interested in LAN parties, a little Silicon Alley of low-cost computer
stores marks the intersection of College Street and Spadina Avenue.
There are, of course, things to avoid. The worst: the TTC, North Amer
ica’s most underfunded
transit system. Sadly, for
most of us this is an inescapable bane of existence. To stave off the
rage that will, eventually,
creep up on you anyway, make a game of it
and keep note of how
many times you hear:
“this train is going out of
service,” or “there is a
[garbled] between [garbled] and Downsview.
Shuttle buses are [garbled],” or “stop charging
the doors!”, sometimes The TTC: The so-called “Better Way”...
interspersed with “do not
play with the doors!” Of course, the worst is interminable waiting with no
explanation given, and the resulting awkward lateness that inevitably results. For me this invariably happens when I’m rushing to a meeting or appointment. Thankfully everyone at York is accustomed to the perpetual
wretchedness of the TTC, and if you’re lucky your lateness will result in
nothing more than a few sympathetic chuckles.
The other thing to avoid: riot police, or anyone dressed like they belong
in the death star.
tion. CHRY 105.5 fm.
Getting involved was easier than finding goose poop
on York Commons. All it took
was a quick email to the fine
folks at the station to tell me
when the next volunteer orientation session would be
held and I was ready to go.
Volunteers have the option
of joining a number of departments at the station,
including spoken word and
music. All they ask is that
Sous Pression is an
you give a minimum of 1
impressive melange of
hour every week. Being in
French Punk, Ska & Hardcore
the music department, my
volunteering hours were spent listening to and categorizing tons of the new CDs the station receives every day.
...cont’d on page 15
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When All Else Fails...Just Fail Some More!:

PROCRASTINATION-NATION & ACADEMIA

I C o u l d n’ t H a v e A ‘ R e a l ’
S u m m e r, S o I w a t c h e d
t he Je r s ey S ho r e Hav e
One For Me I nst ead :
Guidettes, Juice-Heads
& Compr ehensi ve
Exams
Francesca D’Amico
The obsession began in late 2009 when a good friend of mine
said, “Francesca, you’ve got to watch the most atrocious portrayal of Italian Americans to ever hit television.” So, I prepared
for an episode of the Gotti’s—replete with gangsterism, bad immigrant accents, and a hilariously annoying repairman. Instead,
I got a whole new vocabulary (i.e. Creepin’ and GTL’ing), a
trademark dance move (the fist-pump), and a whole heap of violent dramatics. End result: an addiction that a spring hiatus
couldn’t even cure.
Needless to say, my friends were shocked. They thought that
given my politics, I’d fly into a “this is Italian-American discrimination at its worst” rage. And truth be told, it is HIGHLY discriminatory and offensive to a fellow hyphenated Italian who doesn’t
appreciate being reduced to a one-dimensional ‘angry
pizza/pasta club-going greaz-ball’ caricature. But, I was hooked
and I couldn’t logically provide an explanation as to why. And so
as each episode aired, the excitement catapulted into obsession and my peers soon found me walking through the TA

lounge fist-pumping and requesting that everyone call me by
my facebook-generated Jersey Shore name (which, I should
add is ‘The Opportunity’).
I’m pretty sure I should have protested the celebrity of Mike
‘I’m So Sexist, The Situation’ Sorrentino and Nicole ‘PickleEater Snookie’ Polizzi—but over time, their intellectual mediocrity, endless antics and all around debauchery became a
weekly car-crash
that I just couldn’t
miss. This cast
was more than
their gelled hair,
fresh laundry and
spray-on tans.
They were a pop
culture phenomenon waiting to be
studied.
Fast-forward to
Summer 2010—
when I should
have been
Jersey Shore Cast: Mike ‘The Situation’, Vinny, Pauly
relentlessly
D, J Woww, Angelina, Snooki, Sammy & Ronnie
reading for the biggest
exam of my life. But with the sun shinning brightly and the city drowning in endless extra-curricular
events, all I could think of was the brutal injustice being leveled
against me as I sat inside …reading. I craved a ‘real’ summer—
one where I could visit warm beaches and dance until the wee
hours without the pressure of a big fat black cloud of looming
comps death hanging over me. And so, in an act of desperation—I thought…what better way as an Americanist, to study
the evolution of (i.e. live vicariously through) the quintessential
American character than by teaming up this modern-day equivalent with five centuries worth of American History?! So, with
my 217-book list in one hand, and my remote in the other, I
turned to MTV and began watching Season 1 re-runs in order
to nurse my anticipation for the Season 2 premiere.
...cont’ d on page 15
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For the latest issue of Document, or to archive past issues,
visit us at:
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“Seeing as I could pick the cDs that I wanted
to categorize, I got to listen to new albums in
genres I like, recorded by independent local
and international artists, often before the
albums were released.”
...cont’d from page 13

Aside from getting to listen to new albums before anyone else gets to, volunteering at CHRY has other perks.
For example, I’ve had the opportunity to meet and interview great up-and-coming bands and artists (some of
which have put me on the guestlist for their shows), see
some live in-studio performances, and even get my own
show! All you need to get a show is a good idea and the
willingness to commit the time to see it through, which
can take as little as a few hours a week.
If you’re looking for a way to get involved in campus

I’d be lying if I said that the
premier e of “Jer sey Shor e 2:
Miami was anything shor t of EPIC.
...cont’d from page 14
The long-awaited return
of Angelina meant verbally
duking-it-out in a cab with a
driver who was either annoyed or seriously entertained. The reunion of exes
Ronnie and Sammie meant
a whole-lotta use of the
word ‘bro,’ and its accompanying phrase ‘go do you.’
And the last 15 minutes
would not have been complete without a re-introduction to hair-gelling, guido
attire, and general insobriFIST-PUMP!
ety. All-in-all, a great
opener to what most probably will be another doozie of a sea-
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events or find a hobby that is not only awesome, looks
good on your resume, but will also make you look cooler
to your peers, then you should consider volunteering at
CHRY. For more info, check out ww.chry.fm
Also, I would be a fool not to take the opportunity to
plug my own show, sous
pression!. I play Frenchlanguage punk, ska and
hardcore from both sides
of the Atlantic. It airs on
Mondays from 3-4pm and
you can check it out by
turning your dial to 105.5
fm or by streaming it live
on www.chry.fm. Finally,
because I don’t like giving Sous Pression! airs Mondays
people an excuse not to from 3-4 pm. Tune in at 105.5 FM
listen, I’ve created a website
with podcasts and playlists from every show.
Check ‘em out at www.souspression.wordpress.com.

son. The trash factor SOARED through the roof!
Final thoughts? Well, while my little social science experiment is
far from over, I can verifiably tell you that watching The Situation
grace the television screen makes me feel a whole lot better
about myself. Which of course (for those of you who are MAs or
PhD I’s—these are words of wisdom I am imparting, so take
note!) is a valuable sentiment, especially given the rollercoaster
rate at which comps studying plunges your self-esteem into the
ground. And while I know mocking The Situation is pretty harsh
and immature—I think we can all agree that this is an accurate
assessment. He really is a few meatballs short of a proper
spaghetti.
And so, as I continue to watch the cast of Jersey Shore collect
ridiculously large paychecks, sign book deals (I know…right?!?)
and build their popularity ten-fold through a series of glaringly offensive stereotypes—I not only take in a myriad of valuable lessons with regards to American portrayals of 21st century
conceptions of gender, sexuality, youth culture and ethnicity—but
I ALSO laugh along the way in the hopes that my examining committee will permit the usage of episode references as comprehensive exam examples.

Pray for me comrades.
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facebook
Statuses
For the
Summer
Over the Summer, while some of us were working and most others were slacking off, we took the liberty of facebook-creeping
the profile pages of our MANY department colleagues. So, as
we continue Document’s timeless tradition of broadcasting the
past four months of status updates for all to see, we urge you not
to don’t worry... as anonymity is key. We won’t give away which
of you were actively doing all-things non-academic. Well, we’ll try
not to. Although, if we slip up, our apologies...but there isn’t much
we can do about it now that it’s gone to print!

Some York History Graduate Student:
- All and all I have stuck to my comps reading schedule so
far...the fact that I'm only one week into said schedule does
nothing for my credibility.
- There's no better way to spend a sunny Friday afternoon than
hanging out in the library reading about the timber industry in
19th century New Brunswick. Yep, no better way.
- Sitting next to Baron Von Sniffles in the library is not making
reading as enjoyable as it should be. Today might be more of a
book review day instead of an 'actually reading the book' day.
- Trying to bribe myself to work more efficiently on this paper.
So far Casablanca, an expensive bottle of wine, a mani-pedi
and a beach day are not cutting it. Suggestions welcome.
- Step 1: Drink copious amounts of coffee. Step 2: Edit and
make sense of 46 pages of writing. Long couple of days ahead
of me.
- Proper margin spacing makes 41 pages turn into 51...
- Dissertation "apparently" has an unfair conception of the
state... "apparently" the state isn't capable of evil.. despite it's
full-fledged attempts to infiltrate and marginalize gays, women,
students, labour and hippies... whatevs ppl.. off to re-tool HOW
I say what I say, but I aint changing the message.
- So as I frantically write my final rough draft.. the girl in the
only other carousel in this section of the library is doing a
crossword... undergrad students really don't have enough to do
in the summer. Also Scott Library doesn't have a space on your
desk for laptop locks but the British Library does. Where are
you more like likely to get your laptop stolen?
- Has been on the phone for over an hour and a half, waiting to
see if two weeks worth of research can be recovered in a cor-
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rupted file.... pleasepleaseplease work!
- Will finish a rough draft tonight or die trying.
- Will be resurrecting her Jersey Shore nickname. Please refer
to me as 'The Opportunity' until otherwise instructed.
- Officially HATES (with every ounce of my being) comprehensive exam studying.
- New nerdier glasses purchased. Now to see if they improve
the quality of my work.
- Will take a break from MRP writing to watch Jersey Shore. I
must reward my hard work with trashy reality TV.
- My paper on electricity in Brazil is finished. I'm hoping it will
"generate" interest and "spark" debate on this topic. My conclusions are "shocking" and could be a "lightning rod" for criticism.
But "watt" I've tried to do is keep my arguments "grounded" in
fact.
- Is reading about the cultural history of New York... while in
New York. It's sort like being in the matrix, except not cool and I
still don't know kung fu.
- 429 pages. work complete.
- Is absolutely stunned. Devastated. Heart-broken. The pressure is on. Vamos, Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay!!
- Loves laser tag. It's good cardio and you can shoot kids.

- Is going to that MTV G20 "town hall meeting" thing tonight.
This should be a riot!
- Needs to change her FB status.

Not Featured In Our Uber Cool Facebook Status Feature?
Procedures & Conditions for Approval & Status
Publication Are As Follows:
1) Be more interesting (if we’ve already added you as a facebook friend)
and
2) Add us as a friend, if you haven’t already (we will ‘probabaly’
accept your request).

Have a complaint or
a comment about
Document?
Want to try your hand at writing something after reading this
journalistic genius?
Email one of your friendly Document editors:
Francesca or Maria at:
ghsadocument@gmail.com

